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Page Rotator Advertise Multiple WebSites With Ease! Page Rotator was designed to simplify the way you

promote or advertise multiple web sites. No matter how many sites or pages you want to promote, you

can now do it with no trouble at all! While Rotator scripts have been around for years, most are so

complicated that many budding WebMasters simply give up on them or decide to pay some internet

company to use their web rotation script for a monthly fee. For those that do figure them out, they quickly

find out that when their site starts getting a LOT of traffic, that the cgi scripts will bog down the server and

can even lead to their site getting shut down by the hosting company. This tool will generate a simple html

web page that rotates from one URL to another using a very creative javascript routine that allows you to

advertise as many web sites or individual web pages as you wish with hardly any cpu usage at all! The

interface is a joy to use and cant get any easier! Just run Page Rotator and select the number of URLs

you wish to rotate, then enter the actual URLs to use. Now hit the Create HTML Page button, enter the

name of the file and bingo, you have just created the most perfect Page Rotation script ever! Just upload

the file to your website and send all your traffic to this one page then every URL that you entered will get

traffic sent directly to it. Do you belong to multiple affiliate programs? How do you advertise them all?

banners? links?, Why not use a Page Rotator html file and send people to that. Then the next time they

visit, they are sent to another one of your affiliate sites. So youve found a great home-based business, or

maybe you provide an above average service youd like to tell the world about. Well, youve come to the

right place. Page Rotator is a perfect solution for your advertising needs on the Internet today because

you only have to Advertise one single URL address! Have lots of popup ads you want to use, but dont

want to open them all at once? Use Page Rotator to rotate the ads that appear in your popup window

advertising. No annoying frames distracting from your web sites. Many rotators put your site in a frame so

you are always tied into their site, not with Page Rotator ! Best of all, its SO easy...
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